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From the Editor
It has been a year replete with its fair quota of ups and downs, and
challenges galore. In the midst of this turbulence, IICP has been a
steadfast anchor providing support to all its service users and their
families. In turn, we have been generously aided in our efforts by
individuals and organisations through sponsorship and funding. We are
truly thankful for their assistance.
Health was a top priority and several medical camps were organised to
inoculate our adult trainees, eligible students, staff, and families with
both doses of the Covid vaccine at the Institute. Activities, training, and
participation in various events were conducted in a hybrid mode. With
adherence to safety protocols, we welcomed visitors from the Kalpataru
Trust, Mumbai; Jan Vikas Samiti, Varanasi; Samir Ghosh and his team from
Water Aid; and Dr Khaleda Gani Dutt from Stockholm University, among
others.
Change is inevitable. Several colleagues across departments, having
reached retirement age, had to bid adieu. We gratefully acknowledge the
long years of sterling service rendered by Dr Madhuchhanda Kundu,
N K Banerjee, Parboti Chakraborty, Gita Basu, Shefali Mukherjee, Susmita
Chatterji and Pronoti Das. They may have left active service but will
always remain connected to the IICP family. We are saddened to
announce the untimely demise of Raja Sen, former student and then
colleague, on 16 January. He will be greatly missed by all of us.

Editorial Team:
Madhumita Dasgupta,
Susrita Pradhan, and Madhu Dar
Editorial Consultant:
Shahana Chatterjee
Editorial Advisors:
Subhra Chatterjee and Reena Sen

Spring brought forth a profusion of colours but more importantly an air of
optimism and joy. Holi, Baisakhi, Easter, and Bengali New Year
celebrations marked new beginnings amidst food, colour, music, and the
hope of future prosperity. As Alfred Tennyson had said, 'Hope smiles from
the threshold of the year to come, whispering, it will be happier.'
The editorial team wishes our readers happy times in the days to come.
Sumita Roy
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National Affiliates Meet
15 – 16 March 2022

Susrita Pradhan, Deputy Director, Education and Training, who coordinated the event reports:
After a hiatus of some years, IICP's partner organisations met in March 2022 to reconnect and exchange news on
the common goal of empowering persons with disabilities to live with dignity. In a first however, the affiliates
meeting had to be conducted on a virtual platform as it was not deemed safe for delegates to travel. During the twoday event, representatives shared reports of activities and how they coped with disruptions caused by Covid-19.
The world has witnessed unprecedented changes and drastic economic downturn in the past two years. A primary
concern for all non- government organisations is how to survive the challenge of constant increase in expenses with
limited financial resources. All partners agreed that specialised inputs on understanding Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) is the need of the hour.
A workshop was conducted by Sarfaraz Syed, a social development expert with 21 years of experience in managing
CSR and sustainable programmes for international non-government organisations. It was informative with inputs
ranging from eligibility of grants, formats for proposals, access to digital marketing and crowd funding to future
trends and challenges of mobilising CSR.
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From our Affiliates
DEEPSHIKHA – RANCHI, JHARKHAND

Deepshikha was started 34 years ago to train and empower people with disabilies with special emphasis on
children with mental retardaon. With IICP's mentoring and guidance, we commenced services for children with
cerebral palsy and ran early intervenon clinics in our Centre and in the community. We are a SAIED Centre and our
special school follows the NIOS curriculum. We now partner with organisaons to include services for children with
visual and hearing impairments. Deepshikha also runs training courses in Special Educaon.
Sudha Lhila
Execuve Director

RAKSHA – KOCHI, KERALA
Raksha Society founded in 1985 works to
promote the rehabilitaon and employment of
challenged cizens, and ensures that they
receive the best possible assistance. In the inial
years of operaon, we were fortunate to have
received undivided a enon and guidance from
IICP, in parcular Dr Reena Sen. In 1993, we set
up the Raksha Instute of Special Educaon
(RISE) to train teachers and conduct research in
Special Educaon. In 37 years, since we started
working for children and young adults with
disabilies, we have grown from just a Special School to a mulfaceted, muldisciplinary organisaon. In recent
years, new ideas and techniques, both homegrown and imported, have made signiﬁcant contribuons to the
a tudes and methods we adopt in our work. With our group of commi ed staﬀ, supporve parents, and a
community that understands the work we are doing, we hope Raksha will, in future, be able to play a progressively
larger role in the disability sector.
Ragini Menon
Hon Secretary
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DWAR JINGKYRMEN – SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA
Having a disabled daughter and travelling into an unknown arena brought
us to the doors of the Indian Instute of Cerebral Palsy. Nothing more
wonderful could have happened to us as a family and to many other
parents like us in Shillong. Our journey with IICP began with aﬃliaon in
1986. Regular monitoring visits and staﬀ training by IICP meant be er
services. IICP gave us a plaorm to grow with conﬁdence. Though our
organisaon was small, we were never made to feel small. Everything was
about partnership, doing things together through many avenues. Thank
you for 36 wonderful years.
Zeenat A Ali
Director

SPASTIC SOCIETY OF MIZORAM – AIZAWL, MIZORAM

Spasc Society of Mizoram, established in 1989, was founded by parents of children with disabilies. IICP was
instrumental in helping us iniate services by organising free clinics. When the Gilead Special School was
established on land allo ed by the Government of Mizoram and with construcon funded by the North East
Council, IICP deputed two special educators and sponsored trainees. The School now funcons with 30 staﬀ and
100 persons with varied disabilies. We thank IICP for all the support they have rendered through the years.
Mrs Neihtluangi
Secretary
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AMBIKA SISHU KENDRA – KURNOOL, ANDHRA PRADESH
Ambika Sishu Kendra's main focus is on early
intervenon, rehabilitaon, training in independent
living, and, ulmately, skills development towards
economic empowerment for adult students.
Awareness and training programmes for parents of
children with disabilies are a priority. We provide them
with informaon on government schemes (like Aadhaar
and UDID) and Naonal Trust schemes (like Niramaya
Health Insurance and Legal Guardianship). We regularly
provide in-service training to our staﬀ; they a end many
online workshops and share their knowledge.
We are planning to start RCI-cerﬁed training courses at
our Centre to enable more people to become professionals in the service of diﬀerently-abled persons. We hope
that our eﬀorts bear fruit in the near future.
Bindu Shah
Hon Director

GOODRICKE SCHOOL FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION – SILIGURI, WEST BENGAL

Therapy Sessions in Progress
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KIRAN SOCIETY – VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH
KIRAN (meaning 'ray of light') Society is a non-proﬁt organisaon working since 1990. The Society is known for
its commitment to working with children and youth with disabilies as well as other marginalised secons of
the community, empowering them to lead a digniﬁed quality of life. The organisaon's bo om-up approach of
inclusive development has changed the lives of many through sustainable development. Educaon,
rehabilitaon, and vocaonal training programmes cover around 450 children and adults (3-25 years old) per
day from diﬀerent communies. The Community-Based Rehabilitaon Project has impacted the lives of
approximately 1400 persons with disabilies, 2200 women, 1000 mothers and children through our Health
Awareness and Livelihood projects. Apart from this, KIRAN has a full-ﬂedged Vocaonal and Skills
Development Programme that has assisted young adults to grow into producve members of society.
Our 26 years of collaborave partnership with IICP has facilitated many innovave approaches in our service
delivery to children with disabilies. Through this partnership, our staﬀ trained by IICP have become an asset to
our organisaon.
Sash Kumar Mishra
Head, Human Resource and Training Centre

PRERONA PRATIBANDHI SISHU BIKASH KENDRA – JORHAT, ASSAM

SHISHU SAROTHI – GUWAHATI, ASSAM
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Human Resource Development Programmes

T

raining plays a vital role in the building of Human Resources in the disability and development sectors.
During the year, professionals across IICP services conducted several online and oﬄine training
programmes and refresher modules in order to transfer skills and knowledge to students, teachers, professionals,
and the community.

Training Rehabilitation Professionals in Bihar
A Report by Asis Kumar Ghosh, Deputy Director, Therapy Services
The Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK), an iniave of the Union Health Ministry,
focuses on the improvement of child health. In 2013, the Department of Health, Government
of India included developmental delay and disabilies, and integrated this much needed
component of child health with 44 other condions such as birth defects, diseases, and
deﬁciencies. Implementaon of this scheme in several States has contributed to the overall
improvement in the health of infants and children.
In Bihar, District Early Intervenon Centres (DEICs) under the RBSK scheme cater to children
with developmental delay and disabilies up to the age of six. Neonatal Intensive Care Units
(NICU) established in the districts are fully funconal and incorporate mandatory follow-ups to
record the developmental trajectory of every infant. This is to ensure 'healthy survival' rather
than 'just survival' of infants who have been in the NICU.
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The State Health Department of Bihar organised a week-long training (23-29 March 2022)
for rehabilitaon professionals employed under the RBSK. A team of 14 health care
professionals was recruited to implement early intervenon for children with
developmental delay and disabilies in various district hospitals. My colleague Tanusree
Das, a special educator, and I were invited as resource persons by the State Instute of
Health and Family Welfare, Patna.
The group of 32 rehabilitaon professional trainees included physiotherapists, speech and
language pathologists, audiologists, optometrists, and special educators. This state-level
training focussed on typical development of infants vis a vis atypical development,
detecon of early features of developmental divergence, and immediate intervenon.
Informaon on associated problems of corcal visual impairment (CVI), mealme
diﬃcules, and complex communicaon needs was shared through audio-visuals and case
narraons. Praccal demonstraons were conducted on assessment and goal planning
strategies for children with neurodevelopmental disabilies, cerebral palsy and Ausm
Spectrum Disorder. Parcipants also observed methods used to establish rapport with
parents and family members of children with special needs.
The post-training test scores showed a dramac improvement as compared to the the pretraining assessment. This outcome at the end of the week-long training was grafying as
was the visible, wholehearted parcipaon to absorb informaon on early intervenon
assessments and procedures. Sasfacon was writ large on most faces at the end of each
session and that alone was a rewarding experience.
'If there had been such a well-documented and intensive training ﬁve years ago, it would
have made a huge diﬀerence to our work with children.' This feedback was echoed by
several parcipants. A therapist who was inially scepcal of the training honestly
submi ed, 'Our therapeuc sessions are currently restricted to doing some passive
movements.' This is a validaon of the fact that all professionals need to update their skills
and knowledge at regular intervals to remain relevant and in sync with the changing needs
of the mes. IICP's strength lies in providing training in the area of capacity building for
professionals in the disability and development sectors.
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Shashwat Jigyasa is a Lucknow-based non-government organisaon working for
the upli ment and welfare of children and adults with disabilies, and from
marginalised communies. As a specialist resource training centre, IICP was
approached by Dr Sitanshu Kumar, Founder and Director of Shashwat Jigyasa, to
conduct a series of online webinars with a focus on idenﬁcaon and
intervenons for persons with disabilies and cerebral palsy. Over a period of ten
days, professionals across IICP services held informave sessions for a target
audience of special
educators, trainers, parents,
and students from India and
abroad. The topics ranged
from early intervenon,
mealme management,
therapy, and advocacy to
a u g m e n t a v e a n d
alternave communicaon,
vocaonal training, and
s k i l l s d e ve l o p m e nt fo r
persons with disabilies.

Training programmes by the Naonal Resource Centre for Augmentave and
Alternave Communicaon were successfully conducted for Swabhiman, the State
Disability Informaon and Resource Centre, Odisha; the Naonal Instute for
Empowerment of Persons with Mulple Disabilies (NIEPMD), Chennai; and the
Naonal Instute of Speech and Hearing (NISH), Thiruvananthapuram. These
programmes were tailored to meet the training needs of the organisaonal target
groups that included professionals, special educators, ﬁeld workers, and parents.
Beginning with an introducon to the history of Augmentave and Alternave
Communicaon (AAC) as an ideology and pracce, and moving on to the theory and
pedagogy of the Right to Communicate, each session was informave and wellillustrated. Topics addressed also covered the idenﬁcaon of potenal AAC users
(persons with complex communicaon needs), assessment protocols, the role of a
communicaon partner, and communicaon support systems ranging from no tech
to high tech. Case studies showing evidence-based pracces with our beneﬁciaries
were appreciated. Guidance was also given on assessment systems to measure the
academic progress of students with special needs.
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Training for Care Staff for
Persons with Disabilities and Senior Citizens

I

n 2021, a new collaboraon was
i n i ate d w i t h S i ste r N i ve d i ta
University (SNU) in Kolkata to run short
cerﬁcate courses on 'Caregiving for Senior
Cizens and Persons with Disabilies'. There
is a great need for competent and qualiﬁed
caregivers to provide home support for
elderly people as well as persons with
disabilies and special needs who require
assistance in acvies of daily living.
I I C P w a s a p p r o a c h e d b y A p r a m
Cha opadhyay, Founder, MD & CEO of
Retd Col Shankar Kallat at the inauguraon of the course
Support Elders Private Ltd (SEPL), an
organisaon that provides comprehensive care soluons for the elderly, to provide training for their caregivers. In
November 2021, a er many months of virtual work, a three-month training course commenced in physical mode
with ten trainees from SEPL. This took place with generous support from the Army Welfare Placement
Organisaon, Kolkata.
Prof (Dr) Dhrubajyo Cha opadhyay, Vice-Chancellor, SNU, presented cerﬁcates to the ﬁrst batch of
successful trainees at an event on 14 March 2022.

Apram Cha opadhyay, SEPL
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Ina Basu, Sister Nivedita University

Trainees demonstrate wheelchair transference and feeding

Presentaon of Cerﬁcates by the Vice-Chancellor of Sister Nivedita University

Trainees with Faculty Members
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Embracing diversity and creang
an inclusive future for Persons with Disability

47th Founders’ Day Celebrations at IICP

T

he 47th Anniversary celebraons were held at IICP on 18 November 2021. With adherence to safety
norms, members and guests gathered to enjoy the special occasion, albeit the absence of our children and
adults was keenly felt. In her address, Sonali Nandi, Chief Operaons Oﬃcer, stated that IICP, as an organisaon,
had overcome various diﬃcules in the past, was currently coping with an unprecedented situaon and would, in
future, no doubt face other challenges. However, any kind of hurdle has always been successfully surmounted with
teamwork, courage, resolve, and resilience. She credited the deep-rooted commitment of the Founders and the
Governing Body as the inspiring force that connues to movate the team to forge ahead with compassion and
determinaon.
The theme for this year's exhibion focussed on the diﬀerent dimensions of health and the impact of wellness on
our lives. Although our children and adults have been secluded at home for several months, it has neither
dampened their spirits nor clipped their wings of creavity. They sent in messages and performances recorded by
their families that were uploaded on YouTube.

The traditional Lamp is lit
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Guest of Honour Dr Neena Ghosh

We share with you some pictures of the cultural performance by the hugely talented staﬀ of IICP.

Inaugural song: A soulful rendion of Tagore’s
‘ Prano Bhoriye, Trisha Horiye, Morey Aro Aro Aro Dao Pran...’

Guest performance by talented
accordionist Shanoli Sen
Group dance by
teachers

Signing oﬀ with a
resounding cheer of
‘We love IICP’
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Embracing diversity and creang
an inclusive future for Persons with Disability

Dipak K Banerjee, Financial Advisor, IICP with Dr Ghosh at the unveiling of the plaque in
memory of his sister and brother in law, Mr and Mrs Manindranath Ganguli

Sonali Nandi welcomes Mr and Mrs R L Kapoor, founder members of IICP
A special wish from
student, Sumangal Banerjee

Staff enjoy a lunch hosted by the Governing Body

Hope Cup XI
25 – 26 February 2022

N

ot withstanding a rescheduling of dates
leading to a delay caused by a sudden upsurge
in the pandemic, the eleventh Hope Cup was held at the
Tollygunge Club on 25 and 26 February 2022. The twoday tournament was a wonderful celebration of 'hope'.
It was heart-warming to see Kolkata's golfing fraternity,
corporate houses, and compassionate individuals come
forward in large numbers and lend generous support to
a cause. We gratefully acknowledge all those who
contributed funds and gifts to make the Hope Cup a
successful event. We are indebted to President Mr
Joydeep Dattagupta; CEO and Managing Member Anil
Mukherjee; Golf Captain Gaurav Ghosh; the entire team
at the Tollygunge Club; and Protouch for their fantastic
support that made the event an unqualified success!
The GOC-in-C of the Eastern Command, Lt Gen R P
Kalita was the Chief Guest at the Prize Distribution
ceremony, and presented the Hope Cup XI to the
winning team on the verdant and picturesque lawns of

Lt Gen R P Kalita with the
winners of the IICP Hope Cup
2022: Abhikanks Basu,
Rakshik Basu, Suryasikhar
Bose, and Rohan Sofet
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Anil Mukerji, CEO, Tollygunge Club

Chief Guest Gen R P Kalita’s address at
the Prize Distribution Ceremony

Dr Sudha Kaul conveys a message from
Chairperson Rakhi Sarkar

The ﬁrst lady of Tollygunge Club, Mrs Da agupta,
gave away the prizes for Hole-in-One, Nine Holes, and Special Parcipaon

Mr D K Das, Execuve VicePresident, Axis Bank with the
1st Runners-Up: Sabyasachi
Bha acharya, N Sainathan,
Arnab Basu, and Subrata Roy
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3rd December: International Day of Persons with Disabilities

I

n celebration of the
International Day of Persons
with Disabilities on 3 December 2021,
Sudipendu Dutta of our Ankur
Advocacy Group (AAG) attended the
inaugural ceremony of barrier-free
access to the galleries at Victoria
Memorial. While expressing his deep
appreciation of this initiative for
persons with disabilities, he urged for
further accessibility in all public places
and proactive measures for social
inclusion.

Rahul Singh, a former trainee of the
Vocaonal Training Unit and now a
Data Analyst with Tata Consultancy
Services, was awarded a Role Model
cerﬁcate by Dr Shashi Panja, West
Bengal Minister of Women and Child
Development and Social Welfare, at an
event held on 3 December 2021

Trainees Mohana Adhikary, Pampa
Rana, Joy Ghoshal, Sromona Das, and
Debashish Chakraborty appeared for
job interviews with Concentrick,
Maxicus, Avsar, DHL, and Hindustan
Lever at the Rojgar Mela 2021.
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Saswa Mahan, Coordinator of AAG with others at the rally organised by Disability Acvist’s Forum, West Bengal

Messages from Students of Centre for Special Educaon (CSE)

আজ ৩রা িডেস র। িব  িতব ী িদবস। এই িদেন  িত বছর আমরা  ুল থেক হাঁটেত
যতাম। খুব আন$ হাত আমােদর। এই িদেন আমরা শপথ নেবা য আমরাও
অেনক িকছু করেত পারেবা।
অপ)ন ভ+াচায)
3rd December is Internaonal Day of Persons with Disabilies. Every year
we used to enjoy parcipang in awareness walks from school. On this day,
we will pledge to work and achieve our goals.
Arpan Bha acharya

আমরা সবাই রাজা আমােদর এই রাজার রাজে- ... আমরা সবাই একসে/ িমেল
এেগােবা... সহা1 ভূিত নয়... একসে/ এেগােবা।
করেবা... লড়েবা... িজতেবা র!
অি ত বা
'We are all kings in this kingdom…' (Rabindranath Tagore)
Together we will go forward, not with sympathy but with unity.
We will do, we will ﬁght, we will win!
Ankit Basu
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Awareness Campaigns by Ankur Advocacy Group
‘We Ring the Bell’

T

his year, Cerebral Palsy Awareness Month in March was celebrated on a large scale
by the Ankur Advocacy Group (AAG). They conducted a series of awareness
programmes on cerebral palsy and promoted the inclusion of students with disabilies in
mainstream schools.
'We Ring the Bell' campaign undertaken by Ankur was supported by our partner organisaon
Jan Vikas Sami(JVS), Varanasi, and Liliane Foundaon, Netherlands.

Our team interacted with a total of 540 students and 50 teachers across the ten schools visited:
u Naba Disha School, Taratala Branch
u Naba Disha School, Garden Reach Centre
u Alipore Takshal Vidyapith for Girls (HS)
u Alipore Takshal Vidyapith for Boys (HS)
u Behala Balika Vidyapith
u Shree Sambhu Sadan Vidyalaya
u Behala Aryya Vidyamandir
u Naba Disha School, Hasngs Branch
u NabaDisha School, Watgunge
u Kamala Girls' School

During the sessions we discovered that most
students in the Middle and Secondary School
secons were largely unaware of the
diﬃcules encountered by persons with
disabilies on a daily basis. They were
provided with informaon on the diﬀerent
categories of disabilies recognised by the
government, and the various facilies and
entlements that can be availed by a person
with disability. Myths about disability were
put to rest through puppet shows and skits.
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Sharing of real-life experiences and success stories did much to enlighten the young audiences
about disability in general and cerebral palsy in parcular. The overall response from students and
teachers was overwhelming.
In each school, at the end of the session, the students unanimously and enthusiascally added
their voices to join our mission of building a non-judgemental, inclusive, and barrier-free society.
Some expressed their intenons to be more empathec towards people with disabilies.
Encouraged by this spontaneous show of support, the schools have put in a request for more
awareness programmes in future.

Glimpses from the Awareness Campaign
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Impact of Online Learning
A Report by Susrita Pradhan, Deputy Director, Education

O

ver the past two years, prolonged periods of
stay at home have been fraught with various
challenges for the populaon at large but in parcular
for children and adults with disabilies. The impact of
an unprecedented situaon on the overall physical
and mental health of our students was a major worry
and concern. A complete break from school roune
would inevitably result in the depleon of carefully
nurtured skills in all domains. Thus, the need of the
hour was to have a focal point that could migate the
situaon and reduce parental anxiees. The goal was
to ensure a semblance of normalcy and a connuity of
educaonal plans.
Teaching began almost immediately with innovave
teaching-learning materials appropriate for virtual
pedagogy. Our mul-disciplinary team of special
educators, physiotherapists, social workers, and other
professionals used various online plaorms like
WhatsApp, videos, phone calls, and Zoom sessions as
per a pre-set weekly me-table. It is grafying to
report that 80% of the total school strength logged in
for these classes; 15% who had no access to Android
or any other smart gadgets a ended classes via voice
calls. IICP took the iniave to bridge the digital divide
by procuring smartphones for needy students. One of
the noceable outcomes was regular a endance. It
was observed that some students who were earlier
unable to a end school not only caught up with term
targets but, in some cases, accomplished much more
than expected.
The use of technology and computers as a vital
teaching aid has always been a part of the school
curriculum. However, the pandemic situaon
opmised both the scope and frequency of use for
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students and staﬀ. A ending and parcipang in
webinars, virtual compeons, events, and podcasts
soon became par for the course! While parental
support was inially required to access online classes,
many students soon learnt to successfully handle their
phones, answer calls, and type out messages to
teachers and friends. Some even mastered the skill of
independently accessing virtual plaorms and social
media while others learnt to successfully upload
pictures and videos of performances and creave
tasks.
Parental concerns and suggesons were addressed at
regular meengs that helped teachers to modify goals
and, subsequently, worksheets for the students.
Assessment of a child's progress was done in
conjuncon with parents, thereby sustaining a steady
growth. There was enthusiasc parcipaon in cocurricular acvies and cultural programmes from
parents, siblings, grandparents, and even members of
the extended family. This strengthened bonds and
contributed immensely to the overall developmental
progress.
I state with jusﬁable pride that despite innumerable
challenges, IICP did bridge the digital divide to a great
extent and ensured our students were not le behind.
The success of online classes was largely due to the
unsnng support received from parents and the
perseverance of our teachers.
Though the importance and advantages of physical
school a endance cannot be emphasised enough, it is
equally true that the merits of virtual pedagogy
cannot be denied. A ﬂexible system of teaching and
learning is an opon that needs to be further explored
and streamlined for the future.

This arcle by author and journalist Jhimli Mukherjee Pandey appeared in the Times of
India edion of 25 December 2021. It explores how students with cerebral palsy have
adapted to the new mode of online learning. We are sad to report the tragic demise of
Jhimli in a road accident on 29 December while holidaying with her family.
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The Writer’s Workshop: Enabling Self-Expression for All

T

r he Writer's Workshop Webinar hosted by IICP was presented by
Madhumita Dasgupta, Inclusion Coordinator, IICP, jointly with Dr Vicki
Casella and Aileen Arai of The Bridge School, California, USA. A ended by over
73 professionals from mainstream schools across India and abroad, it focussed
on strategies to implement this parcular programme for students with
communicaon and motor diﬃcules. The sessions at our Centre for Special
Educaon successfully facilitated creave wring and self-expressions by
students of the Junior, Middle, and Senior Academic Classes as well as the Life
Skills Training Unit from both Hindi and English secons.
Video presentaons of these students using gestures, signs, pictures, and
words to successfully convey and share their independent opinions were
greatly appreciated. A posive outcome was the request for conducng such
sessions with teachers and students in mainstream schools.
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w

Community-Based Services

ith the assistance of partner organisaons in the Sunderbans – Bali Nature and Wild Life
Conservaon Society (BNWLC), Hridmajhare, and Bali Samajkalyan Nari Samity – IICP staﬀ
extended a helping hand to residents of Pakhirala and Bali. They distributed dry raons, and essenal
health and hygiene items in cyclone-ravaged areas.
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Breaking the Bias

An arcle by Dr Sudha Kaul on Internaonal Women’s Day 2022

F

orty-six years ago, when we formed an organisaon called West Bengal Spascs Society, now known as
the Indian Instute of Cerebral Palsy (IICP), words like 'inclusion' and 'diversity' were not at the forefront
of our minds. We had but one intenon – we wanted a school for our children; for children with cerebral palsy who
had the right to educaon like all others. We had the ﬁrm belief that ALL children can learn, irrespecve of their
physical or intellectual abilies or challenges. So, we began with a child-centred approach to learning and
teaching, which has since grown into a person-centred approach to learning as we started working with adults. In
this journey of over four decades, I have had the wonderful opportunity to learn from women who have truly
sha ered biases and enriched our lives. I would like to share the stories of two such remarkable young women, in
their own words.
Dr Sudha Kaul
Vice-Chairperson, IICP
I was born with cerebral palsy and have diﬃculty walking. When I was young, I went to
IICP where I received therapy and educaon. I passed my exams at all the required
levels. I was always eager to work and earn my own living but I couldn't travel alone
by public transport. It was diﬃcult for me to climb onto a local bus. However, I
realised if I wanted to be independent, I had to overcome this problem. I pushed
myself and kept trying, and now I can travel independently.
I began working with Anjika, my dance school, but le to complete my graduaon.
Later, I also worked night shi s at a call centre, which was a totally new experience
for me. Currently, I work as a data entry operator at the Tata Medical Centre. I enjoy my
work.
I wanted to share my experiences as a diﬀerently-abled woman who overcame diﬃcules and barriers to achieve
independence in life. Therefore, I wrote about my journey in my book Up the Ladder, Step by Step.
In our society, it is diﬃcult for a woman to pursue her dreams but it is even more diﬃcult for a woman who is
diﬀerently-abled. Life is full of challenges for her. Life for women like us would be much easier if there was a
change in people's a tudes, and society gave us our due respect and guaranteed us access to all public places.
Marina Samuel
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I am a writer. I write short stories, essays, and poems in Hindi using my laptop. I also give
lectures on Augmentave and Alternave Communicaon (AAC). AAC is the means by
which people who have diﬃcules in speaking can express themselves. I am a
wheelchair user, and use my le index ﬁnger to type on my phone and computer. I
talk to people by spelling out the words on an alphabet board. I also use WhatsApp
and Facebook to chat with my family, friends, and teachers.
When I was young, I used my eyes to express my thoughts and feelings. I used to
get depressed because people could not understand me. Then my teachers in IICP
introduced me to AAC, which has enabled me to communicate clearly and easily.
My true passion lies in wring and expressing. I work with a group of young people in the
Media Lab at IICP where we explore diﬀerent mediums to express our imaginaon, ideas, and dreams. The
Media Lab has even created an animaon ﬁlm using one of my stories. I have worked with youth community
reporters in a project conducted by Jadavpur University.
Some people wonder about me. They think – how can she write? She cannot even talk or walk. But I know that
we need determinaon, resilience, and inner strength to ignore such judgements, and connue to follow our
own path. Only then can we achieve whatever we want to do. My sincere hope is for society to look at me as a
writer ﬁrst and foremost, and secondly to fully accept me just the way I am.
Shradha Khator

Marina presents Shraddha with a copy of her autobiography
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Author of Up the Ladder, Step by Step, Marina
Samuel was at the Kolkata Literary Fesval
(KLF) 2022.
Deepa Mukerji, volunteer and long-me
friend reports:
How many of us can hold our own while facing
a huge audience for the ﬁrst me without
ge ng tongue-ed and nervous? With perfect
poise, young Marina Samuel, a panellist at
KLF's session Kolkata, My Muse, did just that!
Amidst a plethora of celebries on stage,
Marina shone brighter than the others not
despite her disability but because of it!

Marina's disability has lent her extraordinary
courage and character, and shaped her into a
spirited and strong individual. She spoke with
great conﬁdence, exhorng the need for a
more inclusive and empathec society.
Acknowledging with gratude the posive and
empowering inﬂuences Kolkata and the Indian
Instute of Cerebral Palsy have had on her life,
she pointed out that there is vast room for
improvement where the general public is
concerned.
We warmly wish Marina and her inspiring book
many more chapters of success.
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Marina in conversaon with
Maura Hurley Bose at the Oxford Book Store, Kolkata

Drawing Competition
Theme: 75 Years of Indian Independence/Pride of India
Group D2: Class VII to Class XII
Students from Centre for Special Education, IICP participated in the cultural
event Azadi Ka Amrut Mahotsav, a nationwide celebration of 75 years of
Independence. They won awards in drawing, singing, essay writing, and
recitation.

Diganta Nag

Piu Halder

Sneha Das

Upasru Jana

Shiladitya Roy

Nman Pandey
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GREAT WOMEN OF INDIA
Women of India in
contrast to the rest of
the world are different
and unique. They have
been the driving force
behind the nation's
s u r g e t o p o w e r.
Women in India have
often been deprived of
basic human rights, suffered domestic violence,
social discrimination, financial exclusion, and
insufficient access to sanitation and medical
care.
There are many examples of women who have
fought discrimination to shatter the glass ceiling
of gender inequality. Shila Dawre was the first
woman auto rickshaw driver to break into a
male-dominated bastion though sheer grit and
determination. At the age of 72, Matangini
Hazra led five thousand anti-British supporters
in the Quit India Movement. Sirisha Bandla is an
aeronautical engineer; eminent writer
Mahasweta Devi worked for the upliftment of
tribal women; while poets Toru Dutt and
Sarojini Naidu motivated women through their
translations and writings. Ritu Karidhal
Srivastava is a scientist with ISRO and played an
important role in Mangalayan, the Mars Orbital
Mission. Mary Kom is an inspiration for
promoting sporting talent in women.
I am a specially-abled girl with cerebral palsy and
have been lucky to have a very strong set of
parents who are ready to fight any odds that may
stand in my way. I would like to take this
opportunity to salute my mother who has been
my pillar of strength, and a guiding light, friend,
and philosopher in my life.
Needless to say, I have also been inspired by my
teachers at IICP who have been able to draw out
my strengths and coax me to go beyond my
abilities, helping me fly in this uncertain world
that I live in.
Srija Sinha
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6 াধীনতা আমােদর সকেলর
কােছই পরম কাম8, ভারতমােয়র
ব: বীর স; ানেদর রে< র
িবিনমেয়, অেনক সং> ােমর পর
এই 6 াধীনতা এেসেছ।
ইংেরজরা ভারতবেষ) এেসিছল
ব8বসার উেA েB , পের তারা
ভারতবষ)দখল কের নয় এবং
ভারতবাসীেদর ওপর অত8াচার, জার জুলুম চালােত থােক।
িদেনর পর িদন এই অত8াচার সC করেত না পের ভারতবাসীরা
ইংেরজেদর িবD েE আে$ ালন করেত F D কের। এই
আে$ ালেন নতৃ- দন ম/ ল পােHড। এইভােব ধীের ধীের সমI
দেশ িবেJ াহ ছিড়েয় পেড়। এই িবেJ ােহ যাগ িদেয় অেনেক
 াণ িবসজ)ন িদেয়েছন। যমন - M ুিদরাম বN , িবনয়-বাদলদীেনশ, সূয)েসন, ভগত িসং, মাতি/ নী হাজরা, ও আরও
অেনেক। গা ীিজর অিহংসা আে$ ালন, ভারত ছােড়া আে$ ালন
অেনকেক  রণা জুিগেয়েছ। নতািজ N ভাষচO বাস আজাদিহ$ ফৗজ গঠন কের ইংেরজেদর িবD েE যুE ঘাষণা কেরন।
 ায় T েশা বছর পরাধীন থাকার পর ১৯৪৭ সােলর ১৫ই আগZ
ভারতবষ) 6 াধীনতা লাভ কের। ভারেতর  থম  ধানম[ ী
জহরলাল নেহD জাতীয় পতাকা উে\ ালন কেরন।
এই িদনিট আমােদর সকেলর কােছ খুবই গেব)র িদন। আমরাও
 িত বছর এই িদেন  ুেল িগেয় 6 াধীনতা িদবস উ] যাপন কির ও
6 াধীনতা সং> ামীেদর উেA েB ^ E া জানাই।
িশলািদত রায়
Our precious Independence was achieved a er ba les
bravely fought and through the supreme sacriﬁce of
many Indians. The Brish who came on the pretext of
trade, usurped our land and used oppressive measures
to rule. People rose in revolt across the country led by
Mangal Pandey. Some of the other leading freedom
ﬁghters included Khudiram Bose, Binay-Badal-Dinesh,
Surya Sen, Bhagat Singh, and Matangini Hazra.
Gandhiji's movement of non-violence and Netaji's
Azad Hind Sena became bulwarks of India's War of
Independence. A er almost 200 years, Jawaharlal
Nehru, our ﬁrst Prime Minister, unfurled the Naonal
Flag of a free naon on 15 August 1947. We all
celebrate this special day by paying homage to our
freedom ﬁghters and singing the Naonal Anthem
with immense pride.
Shiladitya Roy

Salute to our Paralympians
Fi y-four Indian athletes competed
in the Paralympic Games in Tokyo
and won a record tally of 19 medals.
Our students are proud of their
achievements.

Niloy Mai

Pronay De

Deep Dalui
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Subhomita Mondal

Akshat Dhuria

Dipannita Pati

Deepanshu Paul

Shuvangi Chakraborty
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Art & Craft by our Students

Shaurya Mall

Atri Pal

Ankush Majhi

Tejas Sharma

Mayukh Ghosh

Ankush Muniya
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 -বছর পর অফ লাইেন  ােসর অিভ তা
িবগত T -বছর পর আমােদর  ল
ু খুলেত চেলেছ। এেত আিম ভীষণ খুশী। িবগত T -বছর কািভড-১৯ বা কেরানার জ_  ল
ু ব রাখেত
হেয়িছল। এই T -বছর আমােদর online-এ সব কাজ হেয়েছ যমন পড়ােশানা, পরীM া, অ1` ান। এেত আমরা একিট নতুন িজিনস
িশখেত পেরিছ য সবাই পাশাপািশ বা কাছাকািছ না থেকও একসে/ থাকা যায়। তেব এই T -বছর যa িল খুব িমস কেরিছ সa িল হল
িশিM কােদর সে/ সামনাসামিন দখা হওয়া, ব েু দর সে/ দখা হওয়া, আর নতুন কের আবার আমােদর ব8ােHডর গান-বাজনা F D করা।
আর আমার পুেরােনা b াসD ম, কিc উটার D ম এবং বশ কেয়কজন ব ু ও িশিM কােদর সে/ দখা হেল ব8ি< গতভােব আমার একটু
বিশ ভােলা লাগেব। যমন িশিM কােদর মেধ8 কাকিল আিHট, N েচতনা আিHট, অ1^ ী আিHট, শc া আিHট, মধুিমতা আিHট; আমােদর
িমউিজক f ার, 6 g প f ার, অিভিজত্ f ার,  মুখেদর সে/ দখা করেত চাই। ব েু দর মেধ8 দীপ, িবটু, অিj , F ভা/ ী, উপk িত,
তমিরয়ান এেদর সে/ দখা করেত একটু বশী ইেm হেm । এক কথায় বলেত গেল এনােদর একটু বশী িমস কির। আর তার সে/ িমস
কির আমােদর সকেলর ি য় IICP ব8াHডেক।
দবেজ ািত রায়
Thrilled at the prospect of school reopening a er a long gap of two years, Debjyo Roy writes about his
experiences of online learning and celebraons. The concept of being together without being physically close was
a novel experience for him and his peers. However, he missed meeng his favorite teachers, his best friends, his
classroom, the computer room, and the school band which he loves the most!

 ু ল খালার অেপ া
আিম F ভা/ ী িমs ৷ আিম আই. আই. িস. িপ.- র NIOS িবভােগর অZম ^ নীর ছাs ী৷ িবগত 2019 সােলর এেকবাের শষিদেক
চীেনর উহান শহের এক ভয়| র মারণ ভাইরােসর উ}পি\ হেয়িছল। সই ভাইরাস কািভড-19 নােম পিরিচত, সইকারেণ সম>
িবে 'লকডাউন'  থার  চলন হেয়িছল। এর ফেল সমI িশM া  িত` ান এবং কম)সং~ ানa িল ব হেয় িগেয়িছল। পিরবেত)'Work
From Home' ব8ব~ ার মাধ8েম সবাই কাজ করতাম। এরপর কািভড-19-র ২ বছর পর যখন আমােদর আই. আই. িস. িপ. আবার
খালার িসE া; নওয়া হেয়িছল তখন আমার মেন আন$ হেয়িছল। কারণ, দীঘ)২ বছর পর আবার  ুেল িগেয় আিম আমার
ব ুেদর সােথ b াস করেত পারব, আিHটেদর এবং f ারেদর পড়াa েলা সামনাসামিন F েন বুেঝ িনেত পারব।
ভা! ী িম$
Shubhangi Mitra writes on how the deadly virus Covid 19, which emanated from the Wuhan district of China at
the end of 2019, led to a global pandemic and subsequent lockdown of all instuons. Work from home became
the norm for the next two years. With the reopening of school, she looks forward to going back to her class,
meeng her friends, and learning with her teachers in person.
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IICP আমার ি য়  ুল। কারণ আিম  ুল থেক অেনক িকছু িশখেত পেরিছ। পড়ােশানার পাশাপািশ আিম িশেখিছ, িক কের
একা খেত হয়, িক কের জামা পরেত হয়। আমার ব ুরা আমােক অেনক সাহায8 কের। িটচাররা আমােদর এমন কের পড়ান
যােত আমরা তাড়াতািড় িশখেত পাির। I love my School.
অিভদীপ সাহা
Abhideep Saha loves his school that has taught him many life skills. Along with studies, he has learnt to eat
and dress independently. He has received help from his friends and his teachers have enabled him to learn
with ease.

मेरे जीवन का सफर
नमकार,
मपनू म िब द ह।ँ मेरी उ27 वषहै और मने ये 27 वषहीलचेयर पर गजु ारे ह।मेरा यह सफर
आसान नह&था, पर मेरे दो प)रवार*ने हर कदम पर मेरा साथ िदया।
मेरा पहला प)रवार मेरे माता िपता और बहन-ह।बचपन से लेकर आज तक उ ह*
ने हमेशा मेरा साथ
िदया और आगे बढ़ने के िलए 1ो3सािहत िकया। मेरी शारी)रक सीिमतता जानते ह4ए भी वे हमेशा मेरे
साथ रहे, मझु े आगे बढ़ने का हौसला िदया। राता आसान नह&था, िफर भी मेरे प)रवार ने, िवशेष 9प
से मेरी माताजी ने मेरा हौसला बढ़ाया।
मेरे माता िपता क: वजह से ही मअपने दसू रे प)रवार – IICP से िमल पाई। छः साल क: उम-मै अपने इस प)रवार से जड़ी
ु , जब
IICP म-मेरा दािखला ह4आ। इस प)रवार से मझु े बह4त कुछ िमला – िशB ा, आ3मिवDास और मेरी अलग पहचान। मझु े इतनी
अE छी िशिB काएँ िमल&िजनके मागदशन से मने पढ़ाई के साथ नाटक*म-भाग लेना, छोटे-छोटे लेख िलखना तथा िविभ न
िवषय*पर अपने िवचार 1ततु करना भी सीखा। IICP मे मझु े बह4त सारे Hयारे दोत िमले और इस तरह मआगे बढ़ती गई।
िपछले साल मने NIOS बोडसे दसव&क: परीB ा उK ीणक:। इसका Mेय मअपने दोन*प)रवार*को देती ह।ँ NIOS िवभाग क:
सभी िशिB काओ ं ने मेरा मागदरान िकया।
आज मअपनी आगे क: पढ़ाई क: तैयारी कर रही ह।ँ साथ ही IICP म-के ट)रंग क: vocational Tेिनंग तथा मीिडया लैब मकUHयटू र 1िशB ण भी ले रही ह।ँ आशा है इसक: सहायता से मजीवन म-आ3मिनभर हो सकँू गी और अपने दोन*प)रवार*क:
उUमीद*पर खरी उतV
ँ गी।
पूनम िब
द
Poonamʼs Journey
Poonam Bind has been a part of IICP since her childhood. She joined IICP’s Centrte for Special Education at the
age of 6. Poonam is grateful to both her families biological and the IICP family for jointly nurturing her. She has
passed her Class X from NIOS and represented IICP in various plays, debates, and other events. She is an
active member of the Ankur Advocacy Group.
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Students celebrated festivals
and special occasions with great
joy and enthusiasm, sharing
information, greetings and
messages.

Jashojit Paul

Debanjan Das
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Anirban Pal

Ankush Majhi

Niloy Maity

Nman Pandey

Ankit Basu

Saraswa Puja at IICP

Srija Sinha

Sahanara Khatoon

Somdipto Chandra

Ri ka Basak

Ivaan Samuel

Yudhajeet Goswami
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News, Events, and Visitors
Summer Camp

T

he ﬁrst ever virtual Summer Camp was a bona ﬁde
success! A total number of 62 students aged 13 to 18 years
enjoyed various sessions including art and cra , science
experiments, stories, non-ﬁre cooking, and music. Naturalist Jiban
Kishna Ray; stand-up comedian Hri k Ghosh; popular actor
Dipriya Roy; and educaonist Rubena Cha erjee were our Special
Guests.
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It was a proud moment for us when Mrs
Uma Ahmad, Dr Sudha Kaul, and Dr
Reena Sen were felicitated by the
Progressive Educaon Techniques
Society (The Teachers Centre) for their
contribuon as mentors and teachers
par excellence.

Madhumita Dasgupta, Coordinator, Naonal Resource
Centre for Augmentave and Alternave Communicaon,
was a speaker at the presgious TED X Chowringhee event.
Orators from diﬀerent walks of life shared their unique and
inspiring stories. Madhumita shared her exhilarang
experiences as a mentor to students who cannot use
funconal speech. She urged the audience to endorse the
Right to Communicaon for all.

Painngs by our Adult Service users Debara Banerjee and Somdiptonath Chandra
were exhibited at the Nandalal Bose Art Gallery, ICCR
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Visits from Sponsors

Students of St Xavier's College enjoy a fun morning with adults at IICP

Amrita Nerkar from
The Kalpataru Trust, Mumbai
with the teachers of Junior
Academics II, CSE
Visit by the CSR team of
Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers Limited
Cdr P R Hari, Chairman & Managing
Director of Garden Reach Shipbuilders
and Engineers Limited

Lipi Das, Additional General Manager (ER&A)
expresses her appreciaon

Performance by IICP students
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Shreya Singh from the
Centre for Special Educaon
was one of four teenagers
selected to speak on a
podcast on Indian Teens
Living with Disability.
Organised by Mumbaibased, Trampoline Media,
the episode was aired in
March 2022. Shreya
candidly expressed her
views on a range of topics
with conﬁdence.

Users of Adult Services were vaccinated at medical camps held at IICP
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A Farewell Note:
Dr Madhuchchanda Kundu, Deputy Director, HRD (Training)
How does one compress 36 evenul and acon-packed years
of learning and teaching, ups and downs, challenges and
successes into one short arcle? From joining the Indian
Instute of Cerebral Palsy while sll pursuing my PhD in 1986
to rering as Deputy Director HRD (Training) in 2022, it has
been a long and memorable innings in the organisaon. I leave
with mixed emoons and a bag full of memories to cherish for
the rest of my life.
In 1986-87, the focus was on training our staﬀ to manage the
students in our special school. Some of the inial courses run
by IICP included a training course for teachers, a short course
on management of cerebral palsy, and a two-week course for
community-based rehabilitaon workers.
With awareness came the growing need to expand the scope of our training. IICP collaborated with the
Adult Connuing Educaon and Extension, Jadavpur University to conduct a one-year PG Diploma in
Special Educaon recognised by Rehabilitaon Council of India (RCI); a course on Basic Management of
Cerebral Palsy for medical praconers; and a Home-Based Training Programme for children with
cerebral palsy.
2002-03 saw the addion of the one-year diploma in Community-Based Rehabilitaon and a BEd in
Special Educaon (Degree) in collaboraon with Jadavpur University, both recognised by RCI. In 2021, we
iniated a collaboraon with Sister Nivedita University to conduct cerﬁcate courses.
Over the years, we learnt that needs diﬀer, situaons vary; therefore, the objecves and priories of
teaching and methods of instrucon also need to be revised in order to remain relevant. Today, our
training is in sync with our mission. Courses are availed by graduate and post-graduate students,
community workers, rehabilitaon professionals, caregivers, care staﬀ, members of aﬃliated and
partner organisaons, parents, and persons with disabilies. Placements and internship appeals come
from students and professionals in diverse ﬁelds ranging from special educaon, social work, therapy,
and community work to architecture, management, and law. The emphasis is on enhancing technical
knowledge and contribung to the growth of human resources in the disability and development
sectors.
Thank you IICP for making me a part of your large family. I am very grateful to my mentors for all the
wonderful opportunies that have contributed to and enhanced my professional and personal growth. I
end with sincere thanks to all my colleagues for their friendship and support, generously bestowed on
me over the years. I shall always treasure that. God bless you all!
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স(টার ফর * শাল এডু েকশন-এর একজন িশি কা িহেসেব & ণিত দােসর / িতচারণ
ৃ
িবেশষভােব সM মেদর িশM ােকেO দীঘ)িs শ বছর িশM কতার N বােদ ছাs ছাs ীেদর কাছ থেক পেয়িছ  চুর ভােলাবাসা, ^ E া ও ভরসা। আিম F ধুমাs
তােদর  ােনর আেলা পৗঁেছ িদেয়িছ তাই নয়, তােদর থেক িশেখিছও অেনক
িকছু। একটা ঘটনার কথা বিল, যিট আমার  ৃিতেত উ ল। ছেলিটর নাম
সাথ)ক। স কথা বলেত পারত না, আমার ইি/ েত আর মুেখর অিভব8ি< েত
সবটাই বাঝােতা আমােদর। আমরাও খুব সহেজই তার ব< ব8a েলা বুঝেত
পারতাম। িশM ক িহসােব বাঝাতাম য এেক অে_ র সােথ share করা কতটা
জD ির। সভােবই সাথ)কও যখনই কােনা উপহার পত, দাদার সে/ ভাগ কের
িনত। একবার  ুেল ছাs -ছাs ীেদর জ_ িবেশষ lunch-এর ব8ব~ া করা
হেয়িছল। অ_ সমেয়র মত প8ােকট কের আেসিন। সাথ)েকর মা-ও সই অ1 ` ােন
উপি~ ত িছেলন। িতিন খাইেয় িদিm েলন সাথ)কেক। িক সাথ)ক খেত চাইিছল
না, যিদও সবই তার পছে$ র খাবার িছল। আিমও তার এই আচরেণ অবাক
হেয়িছলাম। ওর সে/ কথা বেল বুঝেত পাির ও দাদার জ_ খাবার িনেত পারেব না বেল খােm না। আিম যখন বললাম য িটিফন
বে কের দাদার জ_ ও খাবার িদেয় দওয়া হেব, তখন স আনে$ খেত F D করল। সাথ)েকর মা-ও িবি ত হেলন আমােদর
বাঝাপড়া দেখ, এবং খুশী হেলন আমােদর পর েরর মেধ8এই সংেযাগ দেখ। এমন অেনক  ৃিত ও িবেশষ মুহূেত)র অিভ তা
আমার জীবেনর অমূল8সc দ হেয় থাকেব।
& ণিত দাস

PranoDas looks back on her years as a special educator at the Centre for Special Educaon
As a special educator at CSE, I have received much love and aﬀecon, respect and trust from the children. In my 30
years of teaching, if I have imparted knowledge to my students, I have also learnt and gained from them. An
incident that has remained etched in my memory is of a boy called Sarthak who was non-verbal, and used gestures
and facial expressions to communicate with us. We were soon able to follow exactly what he wanted to convey. As
teachers, we used to tell the children it was important to share with others. So, whenever Sarthak received a treat or
gi in class, we encouraged him to keep some of it for his brother, which he did happily. Once there was a special
lunch treat for all the students and Sarthak's mother who had come for the event was trying to feed him. She was
baﬄed by his refusal to eat, that too a meal of his favourite items. I also tried to gauge the reason behind his strange
behaviour. Then it occurred to me Sarthak wanted to share some of it with his brother. When I told him that I would
pack some in a ﬃn box for his brother, he immediately opened his mouth for his mother to feed him. His mother
was a li le surprised at the level of understanding I had developed with her son but was also happy to see our
bonding. There are many such memories of special moments that I will treasure all my life.
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Remembering Raja Sen

Raja with his IICP family

When I think of Raja, a whole lifeme of memories come to me.
I knew Raja Sen for almost four decades; ﬁrst as a student in IICP and then as a colleague. I saw him grow
from a child to a young adult. In the course of my work, I visited his family and worked with them. Raja had
strong family bonds. He was fond of his cousins and extended family who were in regular touch with him. I
admired the fact that despite his limitaons, Raja was keen to be as independent as possible. Raja loved to
read the newspapers. He had strong polical opinions and enjoyed discussions on polical issues. He liked
to go for oungs and loved eang street food. Raja was my ﬁrst computer teacher, the one who helped me
get over my fear of using computers. Though he was very happy to get a job with IICP, he would have
preferred to go out and work. Unfortunately, Raja had to face many ups and downs in his life. He lost both
parents one a er another as a young adult. However, he was very close to his elder sister and received
great support from her through his life.
Sadly, IICP lost a bright young life far too early. May God bless you Raja and may your soul rest in peace.
Sujata Parekh
Member, Governing Body
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The news of Raja Sen passing away
evoked a ﬂood of memories of an
associaon that spanned over 31
years. Sadly, due to health and travel
restricons, we could not meet for the
last couple of years.
When I joined IICP in 1990, I had no
knowledge about disability but soon
learnt a great deal while working in the
organisaon. In the early days, we had
a very small computer room where my
colleague Swa Chakraborty not only
took classes for our students but also
did other computer-related work. I had
the opportunity to assist her in regular
Raja’s stage performance with colleagues
administrave jobs. I then observed
how Raja Sen, a bright young student, used a unique keyguard that prevented his ﬁnger from
sliding oﬀ the keyboard while typing. Years later, Raja was employed in the Administrave and
IT Department as an Electronic Data Processing assistant.
In spite of his physical limitaons, Raja was most parcular about oﬃce rules! 'Anshuda,
please sign for me in the a endance register' was a regular request every morning. He was a
conscienous co-worker and submi ed ﬂawless work. A strong grasp of computer skills and
proﬁciency in English communicaon made him a valued colleague. His dedicaon and
sincerity to the organisaon was greatly appreciated by all the members.
I formed a close bond with Raja at work and monitored his acvies. We had frequent
discussions during our break me, and exchanged news about our families and other ma ers.
He would express great concern about his parents and family, a topic that would also crop up
at the interacve counselling sessions he a ended with Mrs Sujata Parekh.
I bid farewell to a much-loved colleague and friend. Rest in peace, Raja. Your friends in IICP,
especially the ones in the Admin Department, will miss you greatly.
Anshu Chowdhury
Sr Professional, Admin
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Happy to be back where we belong...
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